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Classifica;on
Random&Forest&Classifier

Evalua;on
10=fold&cross&validaGon.&The&folds&
are&at&the&level&of&songs&rather&than&
individual&trigrams.

Class pr rec F1 �
F1 support

note-trigrams
cadence 0.84 0.72 0.78 0.01 23,925
nocadence 0.96 0.98 0.97 0.01 183,780
pitch-trigrams
cadence 0.85 0.69 0.76 0.01 23,838
nocadence 0.95 0.98 0.96 0.00 130,992

Table 1. Results for single labels.

and the vowel are exactly the same, the two words rhyme.
As an example we take kinderen (‘children’) and hin-

deren (‘to hinder’). The phoneme representations as pro-
duced by our method are /kInd@r@/ and /hInd@r@/. The
first vowel starting from the back of the word, exclud-
ing the schwas (/@/), is /I/. Starting from this vowel,
the phoneme representations of both words are identical
(/Ind@r@/). Therefore these words rhyme.

We also consider literal repetition of a word as ‘rhyme’,
but not if a sequence of words is repeated literally, such
as in the example in Figure 1. Such repetition of entire
phrases occurs in many songs. Labeling all words as rhyme
words would weaken the relation with cadence or ‘end-of-
sentence’. We only label the last word of repeated phrases
as a rhyme word. Figure 2 shows an example.

5. CLASSIFICATION WITH SINGLE LABELS

As a first approach we consider the trigrams independently.
A melody is represented as ‘bag-of-trigrams’. Each tri-
gram has a ground-truth label that is either ‘cadence’ or
‘no cadence’, as depicted in Figure 1 for pitch-trigrams’

We employ a Random Forest classifier [2] as imple-
mented in the Python library scikit-learn [13]. This classi-
fier combines n decision trees (predictors) that are trained
on random samples extracted from the data (with replace-
ment). The final classification is a majority vote of the pre-
dictions of the individual trees. This procedure has proven
to perform more robustly than a single decision tree and
is less prone to over-fitting the data. Given the relatively
large size of our data set, we set the number of predictors
to 50 instead of the default 10. For the other parameters,
we keep the default values.

The evaluation is performed by 10-fold cross-validation.
One non-trivial aspect of our procedure is that we construct
the folds at the level of the songs, rather than at that of indi-
vidual trigrams. Since it is quite common for folk songs to
have phrases that are literally repeated, folding at the level
of trigrams could result in identical trigrams in the train
and test subsets, which could lead to an overfitted classi-
fier. By ensuring that all trigrams from a song are either in
the test or in the train subset, we expect better generaliza-
tion. This procedure is applied throughout this paper.

The results are shown in Table 1. For both classes aver-
ages of the values for the precision, the recall and the F1-
measure over the folds are included, as well as the standard
deviation of the F1 measure, which indicates the variation
over the folds. The number of items in both classes (sup-

Class pr rec F1 �
F1 support

note-trigrams
cadence 0.89 0.72 0.80 0.01 23,925
nocadence 0.96 0.99 0.98 0.00 183,780
pitch-trigrams
cadence 0.89 0.71 0.79 0.01 23,838
nocadence 0.95 0.98 0.97 0.01 130,992

Table 2. Results for classification with label trigrams.

port) shows that cadences are clearly a minority class.
We observe that the note-trigrams lead to slightly better

cadence-detection as compared to pitch-trigrams. Appar-
ently, the repetition of pitches does not harm the discrim-
inability. Furthermore, there is an unbalance between the
precision and the recall of the cadence-trigrams. The pre-
cision is rather high, while the recall is moderate.

6. CLASSIFICATION WITH LABEL TRIGRAMS

When our cadence detection system predicts the class of a
new trigram, it is oblivious of the decisions made for earlier
predictions. One particularly negative effect of this near-
sightedness is that the classifier frequently predicts two (or
even more) cadences in a row, which, given our our train-
ing material, is extremely unlikely. We attempt to circum-
vent this ‘defect’ using a method, developed by [20] that
predicts trigrams of class labels instead of single, binary
labels. Figure 4 depicts the standard single class classi-
fication setting, where each trigram is predicted indepen-
dent of all other predictions. In the label trigram setting
(see Figure 5), the original class labels are replaced with
the class label of the previous trigram, the class label of
the current trigram and the label of the next trigram. The
learning problem is transformed into a sequential learn-
ing problem with two stages. In the first stage we predict
for each trigram a label trigram y(t) = (y1, y2, y3) where
y 2 {0, 1}. To arrive at the final single class predictions
(i.e. is it a cadence or not), in the second stage we take
the majority vote over the predictions of the focus trigram
and those of its immediate left and right neighboring tri-
grams. Take t4 in Figure 5 as an example. It predicts that
the current trigram is a cadence. The next trigram and the
previous trigram also predict it to be a cadence and based
on this majority vote, the final prediction is that t4 is a
cadence. Should t3 and t5 both have predicted the zero
class (e.g. y(t3) = (0, 0, 0) and y(t5) = (0, 1, 0)), the ma-
jority vote would be 0. The advantage of this method is
that given the negligible number of neighboring cadences
in our training data, we can virtually rule out the possibility
to erroneously predict two or more cadences in a row.

Table 2 shows the performance of the label-trigram clas-
sifier for both classes and both for pitch and note trigrams.
The values show an important improvement for the preci-
sion of cadence-detection and a slight improvement of the
recall. The lower number of false positives is what we ex-
pected by observing the classification of adjacent trigrams
as ‘cadence’ in the case of the single-label classifier.

Class pr rec F1 �
F1 support

note-trigrams
cadence 0.84 0.72 0.78 0.01 23,925
nocadence 0.96 0.98 0.97 0.01 183,780
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Table 1. Results for single labels.
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but not if a sequence of words is repeated literally, such
as in the example in Figure 1. Such repetition of entire
phrases occurs in many songs. Labeling all words as rhyme
words would weaken the relation with cadence or ‘end-of-
sentence’. We only label the last word of repeated phrases
as a rhyme word. Figure 2 shows an example.

5. CLASSIFICATION WITH SINGLE LABELS

As a first approach we consider the trigrams independently.
A melody is represented as ‘bag-of-trigrams’. Each tri-
gram has a ground-truth label that is either ‘cadence’ or
‘no cadence’, as depicted in Figure 1 for pitch-trigrams’
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on random samples extracted from the data (with replace-
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to perform more robustly than a single decision tree and
is less prone to over-fitting the data. Given the relatively
large size of our data set, we set the number of predictors
to 50 instead of the default 10. For the other parameters,
we keep the default values.

The evaluation is performed by 10-fold cross-validation.
One non-trivial aspect of our procedure is that we construct
the folds at the level of the songs, rather than at that of indi-
vidual trigrams. Since it is quite common for folk songs to
have phrases that are literally repeated, folding at the level
of trigrams could result in identical trigrams in the train
and test subsets, which could lead to an overfitted classi-
fier. By ensuring that all trigrams from a song are either in
the test or in the train subset, we expect better generaliza-
tion. This procedure is applied throughout this paper.
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deviation of the F1 measure, which indicates the variation
over the folds. The number of items in both classes (sup-
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port) shows that cadences are clearly a minority class.
We observe that the note-trigrams lead to slightly better

cadence-detection as compared to pitch-trigrams. Appar-
ently, the repetition of pitches does not harm the discrim-
inability. Furthermore, there is an unbalance between the
precision and the recall of the cadence-trigrams. The pre-
cision is rather high, while the recall is moderate.

6. CLASSIFICATION WITH LABEL TRIGRAMS

When our cadence detection system predicts the class of a
new trigram, it is oblivious of the decisions made for earlier
predictions. One particularly negative effect of this near-
sightedness is that the classifier frequently predicts two (or
even more) cadences in a row, which, given our our train-
ing material, is extremely unlikely. We attempt to circum-
vent this ‘defect’ using a method, developed by [20] that
predicts trigrams of class labels instead of single, binary
labels. Figure 4 depicts the standard single class classi-
fication setting, where each trigram is predicted indepen-
dent of all other predictions. In the label trigram setting
(see Figure 5), the original class labels are replaced with
the class label of the previous trigram, the class label of
the current trigram and the label of the next trigram. The
learning problem is transformed into a sequential learn-
ing problem with two stages. In the first stage we predict
for each trigram a label trigram y(t) = (y1, y2, y3) where
y 2 {0, 1}. To arrive at the final single class predictions
(i.e. is it a cadence or not), in the second stage we take
the majority vote over the predictions of the focus trigram
and those of its immediate left and right neighboring tri-
grams. Take t4 in Figure 5 as an example. It predicts that
the current trigram is a cadence. The next trigram and the
previous trigram also predict it to be a cadence and based
on this majority vote, the final prediction is that t4 is a
cadence. Should t3 and t5 both have predicted the zero
class (e.g. y(t3) = (0, 0, 0) and y(t5) = (0, 1, 0)), the ma-
jority vote would be 0. The advantage of this method is
that given the negligible number of neighboring cadences
in our training data, we can virtually rule out the possibility
to erroneously predict two or more cadences in a row.

Table 2 shows the performance of the label-trigram clas-
sifier for both classes and both for pitch and note trigrams.
The values show an important improvement for the preci-
sion of cadence-detection and a slight improvement of the
recall. The lower number of false positives is what we ex-
pected by observing the classification of adjacent trigrams
as ‘cadence’ in the case of the single-label classifier.

0 0 0 1 0

t1 t2 t3 t4 t5

Figure 4. Short example sequence of trigrams. Each tri-
gram t

i

has a binary label indicating whether the trigram is
cadential (1) or non-cadential (0).

t1 t2 t3 t4 t5

00 0 00 0 00 1 10 0 01 0

Figure 5. Label-trigrams for the same sequence as in Fig-
ure 1, where t4 has label 1 and the other trigrams have label
0. Each trigram t

i

gets a compound label consisting of its
own label and the labels of the direct neighboring trigrams.

7. ABLATION STUDY

To study the importance of the various kinds of features,
we perform an ablation study. We successively remove
each of the groups of features as defined in section 4 from
the full set and do a classification experiment with the re-
maining features. Subsequently, we perform a similar se-
ries of classification experiments, but now with each single
group of features. The first series shows the importance
of the individual groups of features, and the second series
shows the predictive power for each of the groups. Because
the groups are assembled according to distinct properties
of music and text, this will give insight in the importance
of various musical and textual parameters for cadence de-
tection. We use the label-trigram classifier with the note-
trigrams, which performed best on the full set.

We expect occurrence of rests to be a very strong predic-
tor, because according to our definition a ‘rest’ always fol-
lows after the final cadence, and we know that in our cor-
pus rests almost exclusively occur between phrases. There-
fore, we also take the three features that indicate whether a
rest occurs in the trigram or directly after it, as a separate
group. The performance when leaving these three features
out will show whether they are crucial for cadence detec-
tion.

Table 3 shows the evaluation measures for each of the
feature subsets. Precision, recall and F1 for class ‘cadence’
are reported. Again, the values are averaged over 10 folds.

We see that none of the single groups of features is cru-
cial for the performance that was achieved with the com-
plete set of features. The basic melodic features (F

pitch

,
F
contour

, and F
rhyhmic

) all perform very bad on their own,
showing low to extremely low recall values. The contour
features even do not contribute at all. Only the rhythmic
features yield some performance. The features on rest are

Subset pr rec F1 �
F1

F
all

0.89 0.72 0.80 0.01
F
all

\ F
pitch

0.88 0.72 0.79 0.01
F
pitch

0.84 0.04 0.08 0.01
F
all

\ F
contour

0.88 0.73 0.80 0.01
F
contour

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
F
all

\ F
rhythmic

0.79 0.49 0.60 0.01
F
rhythmic

0.90 0.35 0.50 0.01
F
all

\ F
textual

0.85 0.58 0.69 0.02
F
textual

0.70 0.40 0.51 0.01
F
all

\ F
narmour

0.83 0.55 0.66 0.01
F
narmour

0.95 0.30 0.45 0.01
F
all

\ F
contextual

0.87 0.67 0.76 0.01
F
contextual

0.71 0.45 0.56 0.01
F
all

\ F
rest

0.87 0.67 0.76 0.01
F
rest

0.97 0.27 0.43 0.02

Table 3. Results for various feature subsets for class ‘ca-
dence’.

included in the set of rhythmic features. The classifica-
tion with just the features on rest, F

rest

shows very high
precision and low recall. Still, the recall with all rhythmic
features is higher than only using the rest-features. Since
rests are so tightly related to cadences in our corpus, the
high precision for F

rest

is what we expected. If we exclude
the rest-features, the precision stays at the same level as for
the entire feature set and the recall drops with 0.06, which
shows that only a minority of the cadences exclusively re-
lies on rest-features to be detected.

The set of features that is based on the conditions of clo-
sure as formulated by Narmour shows high precision and
low recall. Especially the high precision is interesting, be-
cause this confirms Narmour’s conditions of closure. Ap-
parently, most patterns that are classified as cadence based
on this subset of features, are cadences indeed. Still, the
low recall indicates that there are many cadences that are
left undetected. One cause could be that the set of condi-
tions as stated by Narmour is not complete, another cause
could be the discrepancy between our features and Nar-
mour’s conditions. Further investigation would be neces-
sary to shed light on this. Removing the Narmour-based
features from the full feature set does not have a big im-
pact. The other features have enough predictive power.

The textual features on their own show moderate pre-
cision and very moderate recall. They are able to discern
certain kinds of cadences to a certain extent, while miss-
ing most of the other cadences. The drop of 0.14 in recall
for F

all

\ F
textual

as compared to the full set shows that
text features are crucial for a considerable number of ca-
dences to be detected. The same applies to a somewhat
lesser extent to contextual features. Removing the contex-
tual features from the full set causes a drop of 0.05 in the
recall, which is considerable but not extreme. It appears
that the group of cadence trigrams for which the contex-
tual features are crucial is not very big.

Conclusions
Both&melodic&and&textual&features&
contribute&to&establishing&a&
melodic&cadence.

All&groups&of&features,&except&for&
the&contour=features,&contribute&to&
the&classificaGon,&while&none&of&
the&groups&is&crucial&for&
classificaGon.

Employing&label=trigrams&increases&
performance&substanGally.

PredicGng&label=trigrams&decreases&
the&probability&of&incorrectly&
predicGon&two&cadences&in&a&row.
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We&use&both&pitch&trigrams&and&note&
trigrams.

Abla;on*Study
We&successively&remove&one&group&
of&features&and&we&only&use&the&
group&of&features.
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melodic%cadences?
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